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DTC P1349 VVT System Malfunction - caphector.com

2. 1. R-W. R-B. ECM. OCV+. OCV-. 10. 23. E7. E7. DI-122. -. DIAGNOSTICS. ENGINE ... (b) Connect the TOYOTA hand-held tester and select VVT from ACTIVE TEST menu. CHECK: ... Replace oil control valve, and then go to step 6. OK. 6. 
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DI-122 DIAGNOSTICS



-



ENGINE DI6VL-04



DTC



P1349



VVT System Malfunction



CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION The VVT system constantly adjusts intake valve timing based upon operating conditions. The ECM controls the Oil Control Valve (OCV) with a variable duty cycle. The Oil Control Valve then supplies oil to the advance or retard side of the VVT Controller. The oil applied to the VVT Controller will cause the intake cam to advance or retard depending on the position of the Oil Control Valve. The ECM verifies that the desired camshaft angle has been achieved by monitoring the camshaft position sensor. DTC No.



P1349



DTC Detecting Condition



Trouble Area



Condition (a) or (b) continues for after the engine is warmed up and engine speed at 400 ∼ 4,000 rpm : (a) Valve timing does not change from of current valve timing (b) Current valve timing is fixed.



 Valve timing  Oil control valve  VVT controller assembly  ECM



WIRING DIAGRAM



ECM C18 Oil Control Valve R-W



10 E7 OCV+



R-B



23 E7 OCV-



2 1



A09060



INSPECTION PROCEDURE HINT:  



If DTC P1349 is displayed, check left bank VVT system circuit. Read freeze frame data using TOYOTA hand-held tester or OBD II scan tool. Because freeze frame records the engine conditions when the malfunction is detected, when troubleshooting it is useful for determining whether the vehicle was running or stopped, the engine warmed up or not, the air-fuel ratio lean or rich, etc. at the time of the malfunction.
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DI-123 DIAGNOSTICS



-



ENGINE



TOYOTA hand-held tester 1



Check valve timing (See page EM-20 ).



NG



Repair valve timing.



OK



2



Check operation of OCV.



PREPARATION: (a) Start the engine and warmed it up. (b) Connect the TOYOTA hand-held tester and select VVT from ACTIVE TEST menu. CHECK: Check the engine speed when operate the OCV by the TOYOTA hand-held tester. OK: OCV is OFF: Normal engine speed OCV is ON: Rough idle or engine stall OK



VVT system is OK.*



*: DTC P1349 is also output after the foreign object is caught in some part of the system in the engine oil and the system returns to normal in a short time. As ECM controls so that foreign objects are ejected, there is no problem about VVT. There is also no problem since the oil filter should get the foreign object in the engine oil. NG
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DI-124 DIAGNOSTICS



3



-



ENGINE



Check voltage between terminals OCV+ and OCV- of ECM connector. OCV Signal Waveform 5 V/ Division (A)



(A)



(A)



GND



1 m sec./Division A02397



Reference: INSPECTION USING OSCILLOSCOPE Turn the ignition switch ON, check waveform between terminals OCV+ and OCV- of the ECM connector. HINT:  The correct waveform is as shown.  The waveform frequency (A) is lengthened as the engine speed becomes higher. NG



Check and replace ECM (See page IN-29 ).



OK



4



Check VVT controller assembly (See page EM-32 ).



NG



Replace VVT controller assembly, and then go to step 5.



OK



5



Check oil control valve (See page SF-45 ).



NG



Replace oil control valve, and then go to step 6.



OK



6



Check blockage of oil control valve, oil check valve and oil pipe No.1.



NG



Repair or replace.



OK
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DI-125 DIAGNOSTICS
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ENGINE



Check whether or not DTC P1349 is stored.



PREPARATION: (a) Clear the DTC (See page DI-3 ). (b) Perform simulation test. CHECK: Check whether or not DTC P1349 is stored (See page DI-3 ). OK: DTC P1349 is not stored OK



VVT system is OK.*



*: DTC P1349 is also output after the foreign object is caught in some part of the system in the engine oil and the system returns to normal in a short time. As ECM controls so that foreign objects are ejected, there is no problem about VVT. There is also no problem since the oil filter should get the foreign object in the engine oil. NG



Replace ECM (See page IN-29 ).



OBD II scan tool (excluding TOYOTA hand-held tester) 1



Check valve timing (See page EM-20 ).



NG



Repair valve timing.



OK
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DI-126 DIAGNOSTICS
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-



ENGINE



Check operation of OCV. PREPARATION: Start the engine. CHECK: (a) Check the engine speed when disconnect the OCV connector. (b) Check the engine speed when apply battery positive voltage between terminals of OCV. RESULT:



(a)



OCV Connector (b)



Result



Check (a)



Check (b)



1



Normal engine speed



Rough idle or engine stall



2



A09111 A0911 2



A09114



2



Except 1



Go to step 4.



1
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DI-127 DIAGNOSTICS
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Check voltage between terminals OCV+ and OCV- of ECM connector. OCV Signal Waveform 5 V/ Division (A)



(A)



(A)



GND



1 m sec./Division A02397



Reference: INSPECTION USING OSCILLOSCOPE Turn the ignition switch ON, check waveform between terminals OCV+ and OCV- of the ECM connector. HINT:  The correct waveform is as shown.  The waveform frequency (A) is lengthened as the engine speed becomes higher. OK



VVT system is OK.*



*: DTC P1349 is also output after the foreign object is caught in some part of the system in the engine oil and the system returns to normal in a short time. As ECM controls so that foreign objects are ejected, there is no problem about VVT. There is also no problem since the oil filter should get the foreign object in the engine oil. NG



Check and replace ECM (See page IN-29 ).



4



Check VVT controller assembly (See page EM-32 ).



NG



Replace VVT controller assembly, and then go to step 5.



OK



5



Check oil control valve (See page SF-45 ).



NG



Replace oil control valve, and then go to step 6.



OK
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DI-128 DIAGNOSTICS
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ENGINE



Check blockage of oil control valve, oil check valve and oil pipe No.1.



NG



Repair or replace.



OK



7



Check whether or not DTC P1349 is stored.



PREPARATION: (a) Clear the DTC (See page DI-3 ). (b) Perform simulation test. CHECK: Check whether or not DTC P1349 is stored (See page DI-3 ). OK: DTC P1349 is not stored OK



VVT system is OK.*



*: DTC P1349 is also output after the foreign object is caught in some part of the system in the engine oil and the system returns to normal in a short time. As ECM controls so that foreign objects are ejected, there is no problem about VVT. There is also no problem since the oil filter should get the foreign object in the engine oil. NG



Check and replace ECM (See page IN-29 ).
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DTC P0505 Idle Control System Malfunction - CapHector 

The rotary solenoid type IAC valve is located on the throttle body and intake air bypassing the throttle valve is directed to the IAC valve through a passage.
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DTC P1300 Igniter Circuit Malfunction (No.1) DTC P1305 Igniter 

Read freeze frame data using TOYOTA hand-held tester or OBD II scan tool. Because ... CHECK: Measure voltage between terminals IGF of the ECM connector.
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DTC P0770 Shift Solenoid E Malfunction - caphector.com 

ECM memory to detect mechanical trouble of the shift solenoid valve SL, valve body and torque converter clutch or automatic transaxle (clutch, brake or gear etc.) ...
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DTC P0500 Vehicle Speed Sensor Malfunction - CapHector 

The No.1 vehicle speed sensor outputs a 4-pulse signal for every revolution of ... â€¢Open or short in vehicle speed sensor circuit ... INSPECTION PROCEDURE.
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DTC P1346 VVT Sensor (Camshaft Position Sensor ... - caphector.com 

INSPECTION PROCEDURE. HINT: Read freeze frame data using TOYOTA hand-held tester or OBD II scan tool. Because freeze frame records the engine ...
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DTC P0325 Knock Sensor 1 Circuit Malfunction - caphector.com 

The knock sensor is fitted to the cylinder block to detect engine knocking. This sensor contains a piezoelec- tric element which generates a voltage when it ...
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DTC P0130 Oxygen Sensor Circuit Malfunction (Bank ... - caphector.com 

Oxygen Sensor Circuit Malfunction. (Bank 1 Sensor 1). CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION. Refer to DTC P0125 (Insufficient Coolant Temp. for Closed Loop Fuel Control) ...
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DTC P0550 Power Steering Pressure Sensor Circuit Malfunction 

ENGINE. DI-1 11. 281. Author : Date : 2002 ECHO (RM884U). DTC. P0550. Power Steering Pressure Sensor Circuit. Malfunction. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION.Missing:
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DTC P0136 Oxygen Sensor Circuit Malfunction (Bank ... - caphector.com 

Voltage output of the heated oxygen sensor remains at 0.40 V or more, or 0.50 V or less when the vehicle is driven at 40 km/h. (25 mph) or more after the engine ...
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DTC P1520 Stop Light Switch Signal Malfunction - caphector.com 

This signal is used to detect when the brakes have been applied. The STP signal voltage is the same as the voltage supplied to the stop lights. The STP signal is ...
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DTC P0773 Shift Solenoid E Electrical Malfunction - caphector.com 

D07913. Transaxle. Shift Solenoid. Valve SL. LG. 4. E1. G. 6. E5 SL. ECM. DI-180. -. DIAGNOSTICS. AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE. 350. Author : Date : 2002 ECHO ...
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DTC P0110 Intake Air Temp. Circuit Malfunction - caphector.com 

plied to the intake air temp. sensor from the terminal THA via ... After confirming DTC P0110, use the OBD II scan tool or TOYOTA hand-held tester to confirm the ...
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DTC P0335 Crankshaft Position Sensor â€�Aâ€� Circuit Malfunction 

Read freeze frame data using TOYOTA hand-held tester or OBD II scan tool. Because ... During cranking or idling, check between terminals G2 and. NE-, NE ...
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DTC P1790 ST Solenoid Valve Circuit Malfunction - CapHector 

Shift solenoid valve ST is switched ON-OFF by a signal from ECM so that let in or out timing of 2nd brake is adjusted by operating orifice control valve. Therefore ...
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2 Fl SYSTEM MALFUNCTION CODE AND DEFECTIVE CONDITION ...8 

mines the ignition signal but signal from ignition coil is inter- .... Weakened valve springs .... Radiator clogged with dirt or scale. 3. Faulty cooling fan. 3. cooling.
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2 Fl SYSTEM MALFUNCTION CODE AND DEFECTIVE CONDITION ...8 

OO tap - O tap. Secondary. 24 - 36 kQ. S+ tap - Plug cap. Crankshaft position sensor peak voltage. 5.0 V and more. When cranking. Ignition coil primary peak volt ...
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DTC P0171 System too Lean (Fuel Trim) - caphector.com 

â€¢Mass air flow meter. â€¢Engine coolant temp. sensor. â€¢Fuel pressure. â€¢Gas leakage on exhaust system. â€¢Open or short in heated oxygen sensor (bank 1 sensor 1).
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DTC P0420 Catalyst System Efficiency Below Threshold - caphector.com 

the waveforms of the oxygen sensors (bank 1 sensor 1 and bank 1 sensor 2) have the same amplitude. (2 trip detection logic). â€¢Gas leakage on exhaust system.
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DTC P0441 Evaporative Emission Control System ... - Cap'n Hector 

that there is no continuity between vapor pressure sensor va- por pressure ... Check vacuum hoses between vapor pressure sensor and fuel tank, and char-.
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Switch â€�Aâ€� Circuit Malfunction 

vehicle driving conditions from this signal input from terminal ... After confirming DTC P0120, use the OBD II scan tool or TOYOTA hand-held tester to confirm the ...
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Neutral Position Switch Malfunction - caphector.com 

P1780. Park/Neutral Position Switch Malfunction. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION. The neutral start switch detects the shift lever position and sends signals to the ECM.
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DTC P0710 Transmission Fluid Temperature Sensor ... - caphector.com 

Either (a) or (b) is detected for 0.5 sec. or more. (2-trip detection logic). (a) Temperature sensor resistance is less than 79 Î©. (b) After the engine has been ...
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SRS Warning Light Circuit Malfunction - caphector.com 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION. The SRS warning light is located on the combination meter. When the SRS is normal, the SRS warning light lights up for approx.
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31 Airbag Sensor Assembly Malfunction - caphector.com 

When a malfunction code other than code B1100/31 is displayed at the same time, first repair the malfunction indicated by the malfunction code other than code ...Missing:
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